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INTRODUCTION

Abstract—Numerous haptic devices have been developed for
upper-limb neurorehabilitation, but their widespread use has
been largely impeded because of complexity and cost. Here,
we describe a variable structure pantograph mechanism combined with a spring suspension system that produces a versatile
rehabilitation robot, called Universal Haptic Pantograph, for
movement training of the shoulder, elbow, and wrist. The variable structure is a 5-degree-of-freedom (DOF) mechanism
composed of 7 joints, 11 joint axes, and 3 configurable joint
locks that reduce the number of system DOFs to between 0 and
3. The resulting device has eight operational modes: Arm,
Wrist, ISO (isometric) 1, ISO 2, Reach, Lift 1, Lift 2, and Steer.
The combination of available work spaces (reachable areas)
shows a high suitability for movement training of most upperlimb activities of daily living. The mechanism, driven by series
elastic actuators, performs similarly in all operational modes,
with a single control scheme and set of gains. Thus, a single
device with minimal setup changes can be used to treat a variety of upper-limb impairments that commonly afflict veterans
with stroke, traumatic brain injury, or other direct trauma to the
arm. With appropriately selected design parameters, the developed multimode haptic device significantly reduces the costs
of robotic hardware for full-arm rehabilitation while performing similarly to that of single-mode haptic devices. We conducted case studies with three patients with stroke who
underwent clinical training using the developed mechanism in
Arm, Wrist, and/or Reach operational modes. We assessed outcomes using Fugl-Meyer Motor Assessment and Wolf Motor
Function Test scores showing that upper-limb ability improved
significantly following training sessions.

Rehabilitation robotics is a rapidly evolving field [1–3].
Numerous haptic devices have been developed for motor
and neurological rehabilitation of upper limbs, and their
effectiveness has been validated and presented in the last
decade [4–22]. While improved effectiveness over conventional treatment has not been convincingly shown, in
general, the leading advantages of robotic rehabilitation
over traditional therapy are—
1. Task-oriented, consistent, and repetitive training.
2. Increased training duration and number of training
sessions.
3. Broad range of training intensities.
4. Accurate objective measurement of patient progress
based on numerical data (e.g., force and position).
5. Training motivation through games and virtual reality
technology.

Abbreviations: ADL = activity of daily living, DOF = degree
of freedom, FMA = Fugl-Meyer Motor Assessment, ISO = isometric, ROM = range of motion, SEA = series elastic actuator,
UHD = Universal Haptic Drive, UHP = Universal Haptic Pantograph, WMFT = Wolf Motor Function Test.
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A survey of literature published to date reveals that
the kinematic structure of robots for upper-limb motor
rehabilitation is commonly either (1) serial linkage mechanisms in which the end effector of the robot contacts the
user’s hand, suitable for either arm-reach movement [4–
11] or wrist-movement [12–16] training, or (2) exoskeleton-based mechanisms that provide haptic interaction for
both the arm and wrist simultaneously [17–20]. Serial
mechanism devices typically have between 1 and 3
degrees of freedom (DOFs), with the exception of those
that have additional DOFs for wrist movement [21–22],
while exoskeleton mechanisms typically have 7 DOFs. In
general, a high number of DOFs in an exoskeleton mechanism trades affordability for functional versatility, impeding widespread use. On the other hand, clinical use of
low-DOF serial mechanisms requires the use of two or
more devices for complete arm-movement training. This
approach increases the overall cost of the rehabilitation
system by requiring greater financial and spatial resources,
as well as additional therapists’ time to familiarize themselves with multiple machines. As an alternative, a pantograph kinematic structure may be considered.
A pantograph kinematic structure is a four-bar parallel linkage through which movements are induced at one
point and a scaled copy is reproduced at another point.
Historically, pantographs have been used for copying and
resizing images and text. In this case, the pantograph
structure is used to transmit scaled forces from two actuators to an arm or hand for rehabilitation.
Numerous clinicians have expressed the desire to use
robotic rehabilitation technologies if priced affordably,
but many institutions lack the finances to purchase existing arm-rehabilitation equipment that can cost more than
$50,000 a unit. As a result, a strong need exists for the
development of haptic rehabilitation robots that use
fewer DOFs, thus reducing the costs of hardware, while
still offering the possibility of training arm-reach as well
as wrist-movement tasks. This need is believed to be satisfied through an innovative rehabilitation robot designed
with a redundant set of joints and joint locks in a pantograph kinematic structure, allowing multiple system configurations to be controlled by the same set of actuators.
So far, few rehabilitation robots have implemented a
pantograph structure in their design, perhaps because of
their inherently limited workspace. On the other hand,
pantograph mechanisms are composed of numerous
joints connected through parallel linkages, in which the
number of DOFs of the overall system is reduced by the

connections between the joints. As a result, system DOFs
are always fewer than the sum of individual joint axes,
which means that configurable joint connections could
leverage the higher number of joints contained within the
overall system. Similarly, this concept can be extended to
a device with higher DOFs. If the mechanical joints of a
pantograph mechanism, for example, are designed so that
they can be easily locked or unlocked (thus limiting
DOFs of a particular joint), a mechanism may be conceived that could enable movement training of various
aspects of the upper limb (e.g., arm reaching, wrist orienting, etc.) by enabling the therapist to select appropriate modes of individual joints of a mechanism while
maintaining the same number of DOFs of the whole system. An additional benefit from such a design is that with
only 2 DOFs of actuation (a costly part of robotic hardware), the two actuators could be used for all required
movement training. Therefore, a pantograph mechanism
with an appropriate system of joints and locks can significantly improve the cost-effectiveness of robotic devices
for full-arm rehabilitation.
In this article, we first present an essential background
related to the development of an arm-rehabilitation device
called the Universal Haptic Pantograph (UHP), particularly its developmental predecessor, an existing haptic
rehabilitation robot for upper-limb training called the Universal Haptic Drive (UHD). Following the background
information, we describe the UHP design, along with the
kinematics of the mechanism in its various configurations.
Finally, we present outcome measures from three clinical
case studies by means of Fugl-Meyer Motor Assessment
(FMA) and Wolf Motor Function Test (WMFT) scores.

BACKGROUND
In robot-mediated upper-limb therapy, the range of
motion (ROM) of the arm controlled by a rehabilitation
robot is one of the crucial metrics used to measure efficacy
of movement training. Hence, rehabilitation robots are
generally designed based on the ROM requirements to
perform activities of daily living (ADLs), for which the
average and peak values of angles and torques seen in the
shoulder, elbow, and wrist during these activities have
been previously investigated. Studies acknowledge that
different arm tasks involve varying amounts of proximal
and distal arm joints, but whether optimal arm rehabilitation should include simultaneous training for the shoulder,
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elbow, and wrist is still debated. However, growing evidence suggests that separating wrist from shoulder and
elbow training is justified and, furthermore, that robotics
needs only to accommodate a subset of the arm workspace for effective training of many ADL tasks.
A recent research result from a study on the kinematics and dynamics of the human arm during ADLs (24 arm
activities) in a free and unconstrained environment shows
that although some complex and partially constrained
tasks, such as brushing the teeth or opening a cupboard,
require moving shoulder, elbow, and wrist joints simultaneously, many tasks rely on the serial combination of
shoulder and elbow movement and wrist movement [23].
The shoulder and elbow are commonly first used for
positioning an object relative to the environment or positioning the hand relative to an object. Then, with the hand
positioned in a desired location relative to the environment, the wrist is used for orienting the hand and/or other
objects with respect to one another. This observation supports separating shoulder and elbow training from wrist
training for most tasks. In addition, the feasible training
workspace derived from pick-and-place experiments in
nondisabled populations has shown that a human moves
his or her arm toward a given target position in a way that
requires only 2 DOFs, and the amplitude of these movements is limited to 20 cm from the body [24].
Other relevant evidence has demonstrated that supporting the arm against gravity enables subjects with
stroke to increase movement ranges compared with
unsupported motion [25]. Furthermore, studies have
shown that training arm-reach movements under progressive abduction loading of the shoulder (requiring the subject to maintain a load against gravity) enhance the
reaching ROM [26]. In particular, the largest ROM
improvements were recorded for abduction-loading levels between 100 and 175 percent of limb weight. In other
words, to facilitate movement in subjects with impairment, a device needs to offer variable gravitational support with the capacity to support partial limb weight as
well as to impose loading levels above that induced by
the weight of the arm itself. In this way, the loading on
the arm can be tailored to the ability of patients and the
phase of their recovery.
The results just described strongly support the development of a simpler robotic design with a higher probability for cost-effective rehabilitation. Reflecting these
results, the UHD (a low-cost configurable system) was
previously developed (Figure 1(a)) and tested for train-

ing both the upper arm and wrist separately with the same
2 controlled DOFs for each configuration [27]. The system used a configurable joint lock to allow the 2 actuated DOFs to be used selectively in one of two modes:
(1) Arm mode, for quasiplanar arm positioning tasks, or
(2) Wrist mode, for exercising wrist pronosupination,
flexion-extension, or radial-ulnar deviation. In Wrist
mode, a bar with a forearm orthosis attaches to the base
to support the forearm against gravity, as shown in Figure 1(a). In the Arm mode, this bar is removed. Pre- and
posttreatment results from a one-subject pilot study (rightsided hemiparesis, 10-year poststroke) significantly
improved wrist radial deviation, supination, and extension, as well as in two of eight directional movements for
arm positioning. Training sessions were administered on
6 consecutive days, and each training session lasted
approximately 45 minutes.
After successfully developing and testing this first
system, we found a number of potential design revisions
that would increase the number of functional training
modes available, facilitate easier switching between
modes, improve the means of providing gravity compensation to the arm, and better facilitate shoulder abduction
loading. As a result, the first UHD system was redesigned, and an innovative pantograph mechanism and
spring suspension system were implemented. Throughout
the remainder of this article, the revised system will be
referred to as the UHP.
METHODS
The developed UHP system (Figure 1(b)) is a thirdgeneration prototype, built from previously published
work on the UHD, which was described in detail by
Oblak et al. in 2010 [27]. While the UHP uses the same
series elastic actuators (SEAs) as used in the UHD (SEA
also described by Oblak et al. [27]), the modification can
be found in a pantograph mechanism and system of configurable joint locks that can more efficiently transition
between five distinct modes of operation with minimal
effort by the therapist.
Device Description
The overall design and user interface of the UHP are
presented in Figure 2. The UHP uses a pantograph mechanism composed of two vertical bars (Actuated and Parallel Bars) and a horizontal bar (Transverse Assembly) to
which the user’s hand and forearm are attached. The
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Figure 1.
(a) Mechanical structure of Universal Haptic Drive (UHD) and (b) revised pantograph kinematic structure of Universal Haptic Pantograph
(UHP). In UHD design, posterior-mounted forearm support was used to fix forearm when in Wrist mode and was removed for Arm mode,
whereas in revised UHP design, configurable pantograph mechanism can be used to support forearm during all device modes without removal
and, furthermore, enables six additional device modes.

lower end of each vertical bar is attached to a common
base by a multiaxis joint, while the top of the two vertical
bars are connected by the Transverse Assembly. The
Actuated Bar, the bar closest to the user, extends down
through a spherical joint to a distance below the base
plate where it is actuated by the orthogonal set of SEAs.
A number of components are linked in series along the
pantograph mechanism, above the SEA attachment to the
Actuated Bar (Figure 2(a)). Starting from the base closest to the user, the components are a—
1. Passive spherical joint.
2. Sliding mechanism and spring suspension system that
enables adjustable gravitational support of the arm.
3. 2-DOF universal joint that can be locked (joint lock A).
4. Set of low-cost force sensors.
5. Passive 1-DOF wrist joint.
6. Forearm orthoses.
7. Hand attachment and wrist orthoses.
8. 1-DOF revolute joint for wrist pronosupination.
9. 1-DOF revolute joint that can be locked (joint lock B).
10. Lightweight structural tubing.

11. 2-DOF universal joint that can be locked (joint lock C).
Components 1 through 4, 5 through 8, and 9 through 11
are distributed, respectively, along the Actuated Bar,
Transverse Assembly, and Parallel Bar.
Actuated Bar
The Actuated Bar uses the same spherical base joint,
component 1 shown in Figure 2(a), as used in the previous
UHD system (Figure 2(b)). The spring suspension system, component 2 shown in Figure 2(a), is composed of
a lightly damped compression spring (3.19 N/mm) that is
compressed when a sliding mechanism shortens. The resting length of the spring relative to the sliding mechanism
can be easily adjusted using a rope, pulley, and cam cleat
system (Figure 3). As a result, the amount of gravitational support given to the user in the neutral position of
the device can be varied and is calculated as the product
of the spring stiffness and the distance translated by the
upper sliding part, shown in Figure 3. The translated distance of the part is measured by the combination of a
reflective surface mount optimal encoder (Agilent Technologies; Santa Clara, California) and a code strip that are
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Figure 2.
Overall system: (a) Pantograph mechanism consists of (1) passive spherical joint, (2) spring suspension system, (3) passive lockable 2-degree-offreedom (DOF) universal joint A, (4) low-cost 2-axis force sensors, (5) passive 1-DOF wrist joint, (6) user forearm attachment, (7) user wrist
attachment, (8) passive forearm pronosupination joint, (9) passive lockable 1-DOF revolute joint lock B, (10) lightweight structural tubing, and
(11) passive lockable universal joint lock C. (b) Series elastic actuator-based drive. (c) Impedance-based control scheme and training scenario
graphical user interface.

placed along the inner surface of the upper and lower
sliding parts, shown in Figure 3, respectively.
A universal joint below the wrist, component 3 in
Figure 2(a), allows the wrist motion to be locked or
unlocked with lock A (Figure 4(a)). When joint lock A is
used with joint locks B and C (Figure 4(a)), the prescribed
motion of the arm and hand is altered for different training tasks. A set of low-cost force sensors, component 4 in
Figure 2(a), with a maximum force range of ±100 N was
mounted in an orthogonal configuration between joint
lock A and the handle, with the function of measuring
user interaction forces in the plane of sensor motion.

Transverse Assembly
The framework of the Transverse Assembly is composed of a U-shaped structure that surrounds the hand
and forearm and functions as a 2-DOF wrist gimbal,
where one of the two axes is aligned with the longitudinal
axis of the forearm, component 8 in Figure 2(a), allowing pronosupination. The second transverse axis is a
1-DOF wrist axis orthogonal to the plane defined by the
vertical bars of the pantograph mechanism and, therefore,
depending on the orientation of the handgrip, enables
either wrist flexion/extension or radial/ulnar deviation,
component 5 in Figure 2(a).
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Figure 3.
Spring suspension system and its adjustment (lower sliding part is shown in transparent to expose spring): (a) Step 1—initial state with rope fixed
to cam cleat, (b) Step 2—unfixed rope and raised upper sliding part to set level of spring support, (c) Step 3—rope fixed to cam cleat with upper sliding part allowed to lower to new neutral position of spring suspension. Spring will have some initial compression due to weight of parts (e.g., Transverse Assembly) connected in series above upper sliding part. Note that for given set position of rope, gravitational support varies linearly with 1.

such that the neutral grip is achieved under varying
degrees of pronosupination (±45°).

Figure 4.
Pantograph mechanism with variable structure (joints A, B, and C
may be locked or unlocked): (a) 3-dimensional computer-aided design
drawing and (b) schematic drawing.

The user’s arm is thereby attached to the device at
two locations; the user’s forearm is attached to the Transverse Assembly by a forearm orthosis, component 6 in
Figure 2(a), and the user’s hand is attached to the Actuated Bar by a handle and wrist orthosis, component 7 in
Figure 2(a). The handle position adjusts for aligning the 1DOF transverse device wrist, component 5 in Figure 2(a),
with the user’s wrist joint and also adjusts in orientation
for setting the neutral pronosupinated position of the
user’s forearm. The handgrip orientation can be adjusted

Parallel Bar
The Parallel Bar provides two modes of support to
the forearm by means of two configurable joints (B and C
in Figure 4(a)) for transferring either structural rigidity
or prescribed motion. The upper joint (B) is composed of
a 1-DOF revolute joint, component 9 in Figure 2(a), and
is oriented parallel to the transverse wrist axis and the
Transverse Assembly to remain parallel to the floor. The
lower joint (C) is composed of two universal joints, component 11 in Figure 2(a), that can be locked to prevent
translation of the Transverse Assembly, whereas joint
lock B prevents its rotation. The majority of the bar itself
is composed of a lightweight aluminum structural tubing,
component 10 in Figure 2(a).
A schematic representation of the UHP (Figure 4(b))
illustrates the system’s articulations, composed of a 3-DOF
spherical joint, two universal joints, three 1-DOF revolute
joints, and one 1-DOF prismatic joint. Highlighted in
Figure 4, two universal joints (A and C) and one revolute
joint lock (B) are equipped with joint locks that can be
selectively engaged or disengaged for configuring the
structure’s kinematic workspace into one of five distinct
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system configurations. Additionally, each mode of operation can be shown to possess fewer than 4 DOFs, reducing
the number of actuators needed and simplifying the system
control. With simple end effectors such as a secondary
handle included, the system’s lock configurations yield a
minimum of eight kinematic modes for various aspects of
shoulder, elbow, and wrist training with a system. The
system lock configurations and kinematic modes are
described in detail in the following sections.
System Lock Configurations
As illustrated in Figure 4(a), the pantograph mechanism of the UHP is composed of 7 links and 7 joints,
totaling 11 axes of motion. For reasons of stability, the
system (and/or environment) must be capable of applying
a restoring force against user movement in any system
configuration. In the case of the UHP, the SEAs provide
2 active DOFs for stabilizing user movement and the
spring suspension system provides 1 DOF. As a result,
one can state that a requirement for system stability in the
UHP is that all operational modes of the device are limited to a maximum of 3 DOFs. The number of DOFs of the
UHP system in each configuration of joint locks can be
determined with Grubler’s formula as

where F is the total number of DOFs of the mechanism,
l is the number of links (including the base), n is the number of system joints, and fi is the number of DOFs associated with the ith joint [28]. Following this equation, the
total number of DOFs for the unlocked UHP system can
be computed as F = 6(7 – 7 – 1) + 11 = 5 DOFs.
Alternatively, one may conceptually derive the number of system DOFs by considering the mechanical structure not as one parallel mechanism but rather as two
serial mechanisms connected at the handle. In this case,
the system is composed of one 5-DOF (passive) mechanism and one 6-DOF (2 active and 4 passive) mechanism. Because the passive mechanism has 5 DOFs, it can
achieve a given handle position and orientation in only
one distinct pose. The actuated mechanism, however, by
virtue of its sixth DOF, can reach positions within its
workspace in more than one orientation. In this way, the
6-DOF mechanism can move freely to connect at the
handle to the passive mechanism and, thereby, be constrained to the same DOFs allowed by the passive 5 DOFs.

With a combined parallel system, any new constraint
added to either of the two serial mechanisms will add the
same constraint to the combined 5-DOF system. Therefore, the three joint locks (two universal joint locks and
one 1-DOF revolute joint lock) sufficiently constrain the
system fully. From this understanding, the analysis of
configuration-specific DOFs becomes trivial, but for clarity,
they will be determined with the use of Grubler’s formula.
Considering the 5-DOF mechanism of Figure 4, five
joint lock combinations yield system work spaces appropriate for haptic training in the shoulder, elbow, and
wrist. Illustrated in Table 1, the combinations of engaged
(locked—shown in black) and disengaged (unlocked—
shown in gray) joints are named according to the locks
that are engaged in each combination (e.g., configuration
BC refers to the configuration where B and C are locked
and A is unlocked). The five combinations are ABC, BC,
A, AB, and AC. Recall that joint locks A, B, and C represent 2-, 1-, and 2-DOF joints, respectively, so configuration BC produces a system having five links, five joints,
and eight axes of motion yielding a system workspace of
F = 6(5 – 5 – 1) + 8 = 2 DOFs.
Kinematic Modes
As just described, the developed UHP can be configured into one of five workspace configurations. In general,
the modes are designed to target either the shoulder or
elbow for placement of the hand or the wrist for orientation
of the hand. Furthermore, the device workspace for shoulder and elbow training is designed to train combinations
of shoulder and elbow extension to target abnormal muscle synergies in the patient population and enlarge the
distal workspace. As a result, the current workspace configurations may not be suitable for certain proximal ADL
tasks such as eating or facial hygiene. However, interface
add-ons could be developed for proximal work spaces,
adding modes for hygiene tasks or other tasks that combine aspects of shoulder, elbow, and wrist into specific
coordinated tasks.
From the five workspace configurations, the number
of end-effector–based work spaces can be significantly
increased (>5) with the addition of external end-effector
add-ons. For illustration in this article, considering the
inclusion of a end-effector add-on as a cantilevered handle,
the system can be configured into one of eight mechanical
work spaces, or kinematic modes. The eight kinematic
modes available (including a cantilevered-handle add-on
in some modes) are Arm, Wrist, ISO (isometric) 1, ISO 2,
Reach, Lift 1, Lift 2, and Steer.
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Table 1.
Modal lock configurations (black = locked joint, gray = unlocked joint).

Modal Lock Configuration

DOFs (No.)

Description

F = 6(4 – 4 – 1) + 6 = 0

All joint locks are engaged, constraining system to single-point workspace for isometric
measurement and strength training of wrist F/E,
radial/ulnar deviation, and pronosupination,
depending on orientation of user handle.

F = 6(5 – 5 – 1) + 8 = 2

Only 2-DOF universal joint lock A below wrist
is unlocked, allowing either wrist F/E, radial/
ulnar deviation, and pronosupination, depending on orientation of user handle.

F = 6(6 – 6 – 1) + 9 = 3

Configuration A constrains relative movement
between device handle and Actuated Bar. Configuration is suitable for planar arm training if
user exerts no vertical force or for 3-D arm
training under various loading conditions of
spring suspension system.

F = 6(5 – 5 – 1) + 8 = 2

Only 2-DOF universal joint lock C at base of
Parallel Bar is unlocked, prescribing coupled
motion between fore and aft pitch of Parallel
Bar and elongation of sliding mechanism.
Additionally, for a given sliding mechanism
elongation, pantograph can tilt laterally to
motion limits of spherical joint.

F = 6(5 – 5 – 1) + 7 = 1

Joint locks A and C produce a workspace that
gives user a high mechanical advantage over
actuation system, significantly reducing force
transmission of actuators. Kinematically, system in this configuration enables vertical
weight lifting against gravity for low-level
forces under variable gravitational support
from spring suspension system.

3-D = three-dimensional, DOF = degree of freedom, F = total number of DOFs of mechanism in each modal lock configuration, F/E = flexion/extension.

Arm Mode—Lock Configuration A
In the first mode or Arm mode, with the arm attached to
the wrist and forearm orthoses (Figure 5), a subject holding

the handle can perform quasiplanar reaching movements,
as shown by arrows in Figure 5. Here, the expression
quasiplanar means that the patient’s hand is constrained
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to movements along the surface of a partial sphere. The
workspace is limited by the 15° maximal lateral tilt of the
Actuated Bar. With sufficient support from the spring suspension system, the user can also move within a limited
ROM perpendicular to the spherical surface by moving
the sliding mechanism. The movement prescribed by the
workspace in the Arm mode is similar to what is required to
reach or move objects on a table, desk, or countertop.
Wrist Mode—Lock Configuration BC
In the second mode or Wrist mode (Figure 6), with
the arm attached to wrist and forearm orthoses, the entire
Parallel Bar is mechanically locked (Figure 6(a)) so that
a rigid structure is created that constrains the center position of the wrist gimbal. The handle bar (i.e., the segment
of the Actuated Bar above the unlocked universal joint
A) rotates relative to the Actuated Bar in 2 DOFs, inducing an amplified motion in the handle bar. Given the segment lengths shown in Figure 5, a rotation of 15° in the
Actuated Bar produces a 45° rotation in the handle. In
this mode, a subject can perform 2-DOF motions of the
wrist, where the first DOF is always supination/pronation
of the forearm (Figure 6(b) and 6(c)) and the second
DOF depends on the orientation of the handle. When the
handle is oriented horizontally, the second DOF is extension/flexion (Figure 6(d) and 6(e)), and when the handle
is oriented vertically, the second DOF is radial/ulnar
deviation (Figure 6(f) and 6(g)), respectively. Comparisons between achievable ROM of the UHP in Wrist mode
and the human wrist have been previously shown [27].
Note that in this mode, a change in length of the segment
below universal joint lock A occurs because of the fixed
position of the wrist gimbal. This change is compensated
by elongation of the sliding mechanism in the spring suspension system. The resulting movement of the user’s
wrist may be similar to what is required to perform the
wrist-orienting aspect of activities such as operating a mouse,
pouring from a bottle, brushing the teeth, or stirring a pot.
ISO 1 Mode—Lock Configuration ABC
In the third mode or ISO 1 mode, with the arm
attached to wrist and forearm orthoses, joints A, B, and C
constrain all DOFs of the device. In this mode, isometric
forces of the wrist can be measured from the force sensors in all the directions of device motion that are
allowed under the Wrist mode. The isometric measures
obtained can be used for isometric strength training or for
user-specific calibration of the system.

Figure 5.
Arm mode: (a) Schematic drawing of lock configuration A (refer to
Table 1), (b) backward (B)-forward (F) and right (R)-left (L) movement directions shown in 3-dimensional computer-aided design drawings, and (c) depiction of spherical surface motion with actual
Universal Haptic Pantograph.

ISO 2 Mode—Lock Configuration AC
The fourth mode is the ISO 2 mode, with the arm
attached to wrist and forearm orthoses. With the joint
lock B disengaged, varying degrees of arm elevation
force can be exerted and measured while isometric wrist
exercises are performed. ISO 2 is a more advanced mode
of training that requires simultaneous control of both
shoulder and wrist motor units.
Reach Mode—Lock Configuration AB
In the fifth mode or Reach mode, with the hand holding an add-on cantilevered handle mounted horizontally
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verse Assembly, the user performs an upward and leftright reach task. The work space of the exercise is constrained to the upper-frontal aspect of a large spherical
surface, where its radius is defined by the distance from
the attached handle to universal joint C (Figure 7(b)).
The motion is therefore similar to activities such as
reaching for a high drawer or cupboard or moving objects
from one side of the cupboard to the other.
Lift 1 Mode—Lock Configuration BC
The sixth mode, Lift 1 mode, is operated with the
hand holding an add-on cantilevered handle mounted
horizontally (posterior aspect). As illustrated in Figure 8,
the prescribed motion of the added handle in Lift 1 mode,
lock configuration BC (Figure 8(a)), is constrained to a
2-DOF spherical surface, the radius of which is defined
by the distance from the handle to the transverse axis of
the wrist (Figure 8(b)). The motion is primarily in a vertical reach direction and is therefore similar to activities
such as reaching and replacing objects from a high shelf,
putting on a hat, or lifting a lid.

Figure 6.
Wrist mode: (a) Schematic drawing of lock configuration BC (refer
to Table 1), (b) pronation (P)/supination (S), (c) movement of Universal Haptic Pantograph (UHP), (d) flexion (F)/extension (E),
(e) movement of UHP under F and E, (f) radial (R)/ulnar (U) deviation, and (g) movement of UHP under R and U.

(posterior aspect), the trajectory of the reach task is
altered from that of the Arm mode by the additional
engagement of joint lock B. This joint lock imposes a 90°
constraint between the Parallel Bar and Transverse
Assembly (Figure 7(a)), and the resulting motion of the
handle is a combination of the Parallel Bar’s universal
joint C and the Actuated Bar’s sliding mechanism. With
the addition of a simple handle extending horizontally
toward the user from the posterior aspect of the Trans-

Lift 2 Mode—Lock Configuration AC
The seventh mode or Lift 2 mode, with the hand
holding an add-on cantilevered handle mounted horizontally (posterior aspect), is a second method of vertical lift
training, where the motion is constrained to a 1-DOF trajectory. In this mode, the user lifts upward on the posterior
handle under gravitational assistance from the spring suspension system. Lock configuration AC may particularly
benefit users with excessively low strength in the vertical
direction because the amount of support provided can be
adjusted as needed. The Lift 2 mode primarily differs
from the Lift 1 mode in that Lift 1 allows motion training
under larger resistive and assistive forces provided by the

Figure 7.
Reach mode; left/right and up/forward and down/backward movement
in 2 degrees of freedom: (a) Schematic drawings of lock configuration
AB (refer to Table 1) and (b) 3-dimensional (3-D) computer-aided
design drawing. Dotted line in (b) represents radius of 2-D motion.
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Figure 8.
Lift 1 mode: (a) Schematic drawings of lock configuration BC (refer to
Table 1) and (b) 3-dimensional (3-D) computer-aided design drawing
showing quasivertical movement in 1 degree of freedom. Dotted line in
(b) represents radius of 1-D motion.

2-DOF SEAs, whereas Lift 2 assists the user through the
passive spring suspension system.
Steer Mode—Lock Configuration BC
The eighth mode is the Steer mode, with holding
add-on cantilevered handle mounted vertically (superior
aspect), and is for forward and lateral-elevated arm
training. In an eighth mode of the device, the same joint
configuration used in both Wrist and Lift 1 modes (lock
configuration BC) is combined with the handle add-on
attached vertically. By grasping the handle positioned
above the device’s pronosupination axis, the user can perform reaching or steering movements on the surface of a
sphere, where its radius is defined by the distance above
the pronosupination axis. In this mode, the user trains on
the forward and lateral-elevated arm control. The mode
can be used to train activities such as operating a steering
wheel, manual transmission gearshift, or other lever arm.
Actuation and Control
A SEA system was previously developed for the
UHD and described by Oblak et al. [27]. Two such SEAs
are placed perpendicularly below at the base of the Actuated Bar. Each SEA assembly consists of a geared direct
current motor with encoder connected in series with the
Actuated Bar with a wire rope, extension spring, and a
pulley as shown in Figure 2(b). The SEA components
have been used for three primary reasons: first, to solve
the force-coupling problem near device ROM limits,
resulting from the geometric design of the UHD actuation; second, for the many benefits that they provide in
force control; and third, for their inherent safety in human
machine interfaces. All three reasons are investigated and
presented in detail in previously published work on the
UHD [27]. We determined spring stiffness in the actuation

experimentally to provide sufficient bandwidth (~1 Hz)
for rehabilitation with the UHD, that is, under the slow
movements expected during training.
We implemented impedance-based force control in
each actuated DOF for all training modes as shown in
Figure 2(c). A simple visual interface to the virtual realitytraining environment displays a user’s actual, current
desired, and final desired positions. A user’s initial position always begins at the center of a bounding circular
work space, while the desired current and final (end)
position markers are shown to the user by green and red
(shown as gray and black circles in Figure 2(c)), respectively, and the user’s actual position is shown by a blue
asterisk (shown as black in Figure 2(c)). A restoring
force is calculated from a selected impedance parameter
(kV = virtual stiffness) and the measured deviation
between the user’s desired and actual position. Based on
this measured error, a restoring force assists the user in
tracking the desired movement trajectory. If selected virtual stiffness kV is low, the restoring force is small even
though deviations between a user’s desired and actual
positions may be large, resulting in a low-impedance
environment in which user-in-charge oriented exercises
are performed. On the other hand, in a high-impedance
environment, where kV is high, the restoring force is large
if the actual and desired positions do not match. In that
case, the restoring force does not allow the user to move
freely, and therefore, a robot-in-charge mode occurs. The
restoring force is compared with a feedback signal measured by means of the force sensor on the handle bar,
which thereby closes the force loop.

RESULTS: CLINICAL EVALUATION
We developed the proposed pantograph mechanism
from the basis of the first UHD design. A set of three preliminary case studies were performed with three subjects
of different FMA and WMFT scores (Table 2). Of the
resulting eight kinematic modes of the UHP, we selected
the most appropriate modes for each patient and used
them to evaluate the performance of the redesigned UHP.
These modes were the Wrist mode for subject A and the
Arm and Reach modes for subjects B and C. Other
modes of the device were tested separately but not
included in the case studies. For all subjects, training was
divided into three sessions of 7 minutes each and performed on consecutive workdays such that each subject
trained for approximately 30 minutes a day (including
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Table 2.
Impairment and initial assessment data for three subjects.

Subject
A

B

C

Description
of Chronic
Hemiparesis
Right side with
limited movement
abilities especially
in wrist
Left side with limited movement
abilities in shoulder, elbow, and
wrist
Left side with limited movement
abilities in shoulder, elbow, and
wrist

Period
After
Stroke
10 years

Initial Initial
FMA* WMFT*
32

36

6 months

8

17

6 months

37

33

*

Scores measured at beginning of training.
FMA = Fugl-Meyer Motor Assessment, WMFT = Wolf Motor Function Test.

pauses between sessions). For the Wrist mode training,
the three training sessions corresponded to training flexion-extension, radial-ulnar deviation, and pronosupination, and for shoulder and elbow training, the training
sessions were composed of the Reach mode and two variations of the Arm mode, one with the standard visual
interface (as described by Oblak et al. [27]) and one with
the same task performed within a virtual environment.
We used approximately 30 minutes for the three training
sessions to reduce the possibility of fatigue in the subjects
and also the unreliable effects that fatigue may introduce
in the training results.
For subject A, the training was done in the Wrist
mode based on the degree of limited movement ability in
the wrist. The objective of the movement training was to
track target points, which were composed of 2-DOF
motions of the wrist, including radial/ulnar deviation,
pronosupination, and flexion/extension. Depending on
the orientation of the handle and the visual interface, the
subject was requested to perform tasks involving primarily one of the three wrist motions. Training sessions for
subject A were performed on 18 consecutive days composed of three 7-minute sessions. In the first 2 minutes of
training, the subject was completely passive while we set
up the UHP to provide 100 percent support to show the
subject the desired task. One-hundred percent support
means that the value of virtual stiffness that can be
achieved by the UHP was set to the maximum [27], and

the subject was therefore guided through the task by the
robot. During the next 5 minutes, the UHP offered the
subject assistive force, as needed, to successfully track
the target position. In this way, the level of support offered
to the subject was automatically reduced over the training
sessions as the subject improved. FMA and WMFT
scores were assessed 2 weeks before training, during the
training period (including start and end), and 2 and 4 weeks
after the cessation of training as shown in Figure 9.
For subject B, training sessions were performed in
both the Arm and Reach modes. In the Arm mode, the
training objective was to track the target position in eight
different directions within a quasiplanar movement as
described by Oblak et al. [27]. In particular, the subject
was asked to keep the elbow elevated to impose a vertical
load on the shoulder (facilitated by the spring suspension
system), and the vertical load was monitored. In the
Reach mode, the objective was to track the target position
in three different directions of forward/lateral reach
movements. The training for subject B was performed on
14 consecutive days, composed of three 7-minute sessions, divided into the same 2-minute full and 5-minute
partial support intervals that were completed with subject A.
We assessed FMA and WMFT scores 2 weeks before
training, during the training period, and 2 weeks after the
training, as shown in Figure 10. In particular, Figure 11
illustrates UHP progression of reduced support as training sessions progressed and subject mobility improved.
The Arm and Reach modes were also selected for
subject C, and hence, the same training procedure was
followed as performed with subject B, except for the
number of training sessions performed. Subject C participated in nine training sessions and canceled further training
for personal reasons unrelated to the training procedure.
FMA and WMFT scores were measured 2 weeks before
training, during the training period, and 3 weeks after
training as shown in Figure 12.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
This article presents a novel pantograph mechanism
combined with a spring suspension system for comprehensive rehabilitation training of the shoulder, elbow, and
wrist. This third-generation system, built upon a previous
two-mode UHD system, enhances the number of system
configurations from two to five and the number of training
modes from two to eight, increasing the ease of mode
changes and improving the method of providing gravity
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Figure 9.
Fugl-Meyer Motor Assessment (FMA) and Wolf Motor Function Test (WMFT) scores for subject A: Wrist-mode training.

compensation that facilitates variable loading/support of
the arm weight applied to the shoulder.
From a kinematic analysis of the developed pantograph mechanism, the number of device DOFs resulting
from each of the five joint lock combinations has shown
to yield a system having 3 DOFs. As a result, the same
two active SEA components used in the first UHD mechanism are in the redesigned pantograph mechanism that is
capable of actuating the various system DOFs in all eight
training modes, including arm-reaching and -lifting,
wrist-orientation, and steering tasks. Kinematic modes
Arm, Reach, Lift 1, and Lift 2 are primarily shoulder/
elbow training modes that allow strength and motorcontrol training for general reach tasks in the forward,
lateral, and vertical directions and are designed to simulate such tasks as reaching or moving objects on a table
or high shelf or in a cupboard. Wrist and ISO 1 modes are
wrist-training modes that allow strength and motorcontrol training for wrist orientation tasks, designed to
simulate general object orienting such as operating a mouse,
pouring from a bottle, brushing the teeth, or stirring a pot.
ISO 2 and Steer modes are examples of training modes

that allow combined training for the shoulder, elbow, and
wrist under specific constraints for performing wrist
manipulation tasks under progressive abduction loading
in the ISO 2 mode or for car-steering or shifting tasks in
the Steer mode. The mechanism design thereby demonstrated a high suitability for training most upper-limb
ADL tasks involving hand positioning and orientation.
The performance of the mechanism, driven by current SEA components (high-cost precision motors and
gear heads, and low-cost springs, cables, and pulleys), is
similar in all operational modes while a control scheme
and set of gains are used. This finding means that a single
device with minimal setup changes can be used to treat a
variety of upper-limb impairments such as stroke, traumatic brain injury, or other direct trauma to the arm that
commonly afflict veterans. The current relatively highcost motors used in the UHP’s SEAs, with their high
backdrivability and low backlash, will be substituted for
alternative low-cost motors for improving the affordability of the final system. From initial analyses and evaluation with low-cost replacement motors, we found that
optimizing SEA damping could produce a system that
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Figure 10.
Fugl-Meyer Motor Assessment (FMA) and Wolf Motor Function Test (WMFT) scores for subject B: Arm- and Reach-mode training.

Figure 11.
Progression of reduced assistive forces by Universal Haptic Pantograph (UHP) (subject B) in Arm-mode training (Arm) and in Reach-mode training (Reach). Motion assistance provided by UHP is automatically reduced each session based on needs of subject. Fugl-Meyer Motor Assessment
(FMA) and Wolf Motor Function Test (WMFT) scores measured during sessions 1, 7, and 14 are shown.
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Figure 12.
Fugl-Meyer Motor Assessment (FMA) and Wolf Motor Function Test (WMFT) scores for subject C: Arm- and Reach-mode training.

achieves comparable performance to that achieved previously by precision motors. Therefore, with appropriately
selected design parameters, the developed multifunction
haptic device can significantly reduce the cost of rehabilitation robotic hardware while providing comparable performance to single-mode haptic devices.
The results of clinical testing with three subjects
showed that movement of the shoulder, elbow, and wrist
sustained up to 4 weeks posttreatment improved substantially. So far, we performed testing using the Wrist, Arm,
and Reach modes, while additional clinical testing and
interview with therapist could provide more objective
and scientific evaluation of additional modes and usability
of the developed mechanism.
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